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WELCOME TO MCC CONNECTS!!!
“It takes a special person to be a great superintendent and mentor. There is a difficult balance between the day to day activities that
require a superintendent’s immediate attention and taking the time to provide instruction and support to our Team Members.”
-Scot McClone
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Each year as temperatures begin to drop and winter slowly approaches,
we get to celebrate two great American traditions: Thanksgiving and football. Thanksgiving provides the opportunity to gather as family and
friends, and express our appreciation to those who have positively impacted our lives. It’s also the perfect excuse to gather around the TV,
engage in friendly rivalry, and scream at coaches about what we believe
they are doing wrong. Finding long-term success as a head football
coach is extremely difficult; evident by the amount of turnover each year.
But a truly exceptional head coach creates successful assistant coaches
who later become successful head coaches. Sports metaphors for life
are clear in effective coaching and successful mentorship.

“Steve taught me to have
integrity, honesty and
fairness as a leader.”
-Marcus Bryant

McClone has continued to grow and progress every year. We are not the
same company we were 43 years ago. We evolve and change as our
leaders mentor and teach the younger generation. True mentorship is a
two-way street where both the old and new generations learn from each
other and progress as a whole. Winston Churchill said, “We make a living
by what we get, but we make a life by what we give.”
We rarely have enough time in the day to accomplish all our tasks, but
without taking the time to share our experiences and knowledge, we will
not reach our full potential both personally and as a company. The tough
lessons that we have learned and the real-world experiences cannot be
“Googled,” but instead shared with the younger generation, so they too
can learn and improve on the solutions.
To achieve our commitment to “building an organization with an infinite
lifespan,” it is imperative that we mentor all Team Members within our
company. We’d like to start recognizing those mentors as a small token
of our appreciation for their impact on the company. What better way to
do that than to start at McClone’s inception. We begin with saying Thank
You to some of MCC’s original mentors. Thank you for the effort and sacrifices you’ve made that have molded many of us into who we are today.

“Steve Rudd and I go back to about 1984. When we both came to McClone in 1987, he made me a foreman. I had just turned journeyman in 1986. He would show old school ways of forming and just how to
handle a crew, but he always gave me freedom to run my crew my way. When I got the opportunity to run
my first job, Steve was asked if I was ready to run a job, Steve said he’s ready. He knew before I did.
Steve was able to have a long lasting effect on the Team Members that worked with him. Most who have
gone on to be successful in construction as leaders. McClone’s reputation in Southern California area
was largely due to Steve. He is a ‘Legend’”
-Marcus Bryant

Steve Rudd

MENTORSHIP
“From MCC’s inception, Pete Kielty has provided leadership and mentorship
for countless Team Members, myself being one of the fortunate TM’s to learn
from him. Through his example of work ethic, willingness to teach others,
commitment and sacrifice, he has permanently impacted myself and this
company.. The success of McClone Construction cannot be attributed to one
person, but as there is a foundation for each structure we build; Pete is the
foundation of MCC’s approach to work in the field. We can all be thankful
that Pete is McClone Construction!”
-Tim Eble

Pete Kielty

“I was fortunate to have worked for and with Pete Kielty, Larry Judkins, Steve
Rudd and Don Stephens. Not only were they successful superintendents,
they were great mentors to me and many of our current superintendents and
Team Members. … These individuals were able to balance the demands and
responsibilities of a superintendent and still take time to mentor others. McClone Construction would not be the company it is today without the
commitment from these superintendents to mentor our Team Members,
future superintendents and leaders.”
-Scot McClone
“Pete Kielty let you find your own way. He enjoyed asking you the right questions for you to learn how the process worked. Always there. Pete lived near
the MCC office and would stop through almost every day to check in on
young engineers. I can still hear the daily-office echo "has Pete stopped
through yet today?" His daily presence was the basis for good communication
to our jobs. This key element for success to any McClone project.

Larry Judkins

Larry Judkins did larger projects for MCC which usually took him away from
home. His team approach to work connected you at the hip to the job. I remember job 246 when a beam was not correct on the drawing. He asked me
to come to the bay area job and help fix it. That hit home.
Steve Rudd always greeted you with a big smile and hand shake that
dwarfed any office hand. His optimism was contagious and the best imaginable. Every day Steve had the we-can-do-it attitude. Steve was truly dedicated
to McClone until his retirement when Marcus Bryant had 5 minutes of
speech-less appreciation...before he could talk.”
-Kevin Barrick

“I count Don Stephens as one of the great mentors I met during my 30 plus
years at McClone. His willingness to try different approaches allowed
McClone Construction to continue to grow and become better with each and
every project.”
-John Stripe

“Steve Rudd handled himself and his business with the utmost integrity.
Integrity was important to Steve. He lived it out and he expected it of others.
Steve always showed respect for others. He was a Team Player. … He was a
good listener and was considerate of others. Additionally, Steve loved to
teach others and share his knowledge and experience.”
-Mike Sherfield
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M CCLONE CULT URE AN D VALUES
We asked a few of our Team Members about MCC’s Culture
and Values and what they mean to them.

Jorge Fierro— CO Carpenter Foreman

Chris Moes—HI Engineering Manager

Kris Runung—CO Project Manager
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How do you balance your MCC career and family?
I love to be at work and I spend most of my time with my co-workers. The balance can be hard but
our family puts God first and we spend as much time together as we can. My wife is amazing - she
helps me a lot with taking care of our family while I am working.
How has MCC helped you in your career development?
McClone has given me many opportunities to learn and grow. Grant has always shown a lot of
patience. I love how he focuses on my family, it’s not often that people see past the job and take
interest in our personal lives.
If you could switch your job with anyone else within MCC, whose job would you want and why?
I love what I do right now and I don’t think I would change anything.
What has been your favorite project at MCC ?
2401 Blake Street (#1003). The McClone project team and the GC were the best. There was a lot
of great communication and it was a great environment to be safe and to learn. We did a lot of
quality work at the job and I am proud of it.
How do you balance your MCC career and family?
My choice to pursue a career in project management and engineering required a serious
commitment in time and effort. Raising two children with my wife, Nanci, who also worked as a
nurse, was difficult and challenging to say the least. But being able to move out of the hustle and
bustle of the bay area and into the more rural, family orientated Shingle Springs area was truly a
dream come true for the health and growth of our family. When the opportunity arose for me to get
involved with a new Hawaii Area, the travel and time away from my family was definitely straining,
but my support of McClone was reciprocated by the company helping support the relocation of my
family to the islands, making the time demands of both work and family much more achievable.
How has MCC helped you in your career development?
The mentorship and trust of people like Mark and Scot McClone, Roy Cloud, John Stripe and Tim
Eble has provided and allowed me to build a rewarding career for myself and has taught me how
to support the McClone team around me. My contribution to the success of the projects I have
been a part of is most credited to all the great people I get to work with each day at MCC.
If you could switch your job with anyone else within MCC, whose job would you want and why?
I have the utmost respect for MCC’s field crews that literally push though the blood, sweat and
tears and physical commitment required to build great structures. If I had my physical fitness of
old, I think the rewards of contributing to the labor team and completing a difficult project, would
be the ultimate achievement.
How did your career with McClone start?
When I graduated in 2008, I had utilized multiple job-placement sites in order to find a position in the
industry; however, it wasn’t until I perused the Craigslist Job Postings that I stumbled onto Brett and
Grant’s posting for someone with ACAD experience. In hindsight, I probably had the bare minimum
amount of experience to apply but, with Brett’s help, I like to think I caught up quickly. The job
interview was at a Starbucks nearby as this all happened prior to MCC having an office in CO.
How do you balance your MCC career and family?
The most important part of being able to balance these two aspects of my life is to recognize what the
priority is at any given moment. I’m blessed with a very understanding wife and a very understanding
family. As we all know, there are times when the hours are necessary and the balance is shifted. Other
times, our schedules are more relaxed and we have more flexibility. It’s important to acknowledge that
it is a balance and it does take effort to ensure that the scales do not sway too far in one direction or
another.
How has MCC helped you in your career development?
MCC is the first career that I’ve had since graduating so the amount of guidance and assistance I’ve
received from everyone in MCC has been monumental to my development. Learning lessons
throughout my career have come from all our Team Members. My first project was the Snowmass
Base Village and while I had learned a lot about running numbers and calculations in college, the onthe-job training from day 1 taught me more than I could ever have hoped to learn in a classroom. The
lessons that I have picked up at MCC have developed me, not just as an employee or someone in the
construction sector, but also as a person, in my everyday life. This job has become more than just a
career. This is my family. My team. It has taught me a lot.
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M CCLONE CULT URE AN D VALUES
We asked a few of our Team Members about MCC’s Culture
and Values and what they mean to them.
How did your career with McClone start?
I was hired by Ed Kenney when McClone was working on the Peppermill Parking Garage in
Reno, NV. Within a couple weeks, Ed made me a foreman of that project. When MCC was
going to start the Peppermill Hotel Tower, Kevin Miller and Ed asked me to be the
Superintendent. As a Reno resident, I continued working on projects that we had during our
five-year run in Reno and decided to continue with MCC back in CA when the Thunder Valley
Casino project began.
How do you balance your MCC career and family?
As a travelling TM, going from working in the bay area during the week to back home in Reno
on the weekends, it is important for me to get quality time with my family. I make it my priority
to get home every weekend, but during the winter months if it is not safe to make the trip, I
don’t. I make the most out of my time at home. Every Saturday my wife and I spend the day
with our boys. On Sunday my wife and I just spend the day together enjoying each other until
we have to start the week all over again.
How has MCC helped you in your career development?
McClone and the leaders of the company have allowed me to get to the level where I wanted
to be and knew I could be. Other companies wouldn’t allow me to reach those levels. Most of
them are intimidated by someone coming up through the ranks. McClone, through leaders
like Ed Kenney and Joey Coleman, recognized my potential and gave me the opportunity to
reach my goal of running my own projects.
How do you balance your MCC career and family?
Balancing my career and family is actually quite easy as I consider MCC my family so whether
I’m at work or at home, I’m with family.
How has MCC helped you in your career development?
MCC has played a tremendous role in the development of my career by affording a local boy,
like myself, a chance to grow with no boundaries. I owe a lot to Mr. Chris Foster for trusting in
me and presenting me with opportunities to advance myself to where I’m at today. Gotta also
give credit to Mr. Willy Padual the labor foreman guru in Hawaii, who while working side by
side, has taught me a lot. Dan Cabot has also played a big role in guiding me through my
safety role, along with everyone in the Hawaii office and field who helped me along the way.
Thank you Maegan!
If you could switch your job with anyone else within MCC, whose job would you want and why?
I would like to be one of the McClone brothers and be the BOSS! LOL. Nah, I wouldn’t want to
switch, I’m happy where I’m at but who knows ? Growth is always good.

Joe Avignone—NCA Superintendent

Joey Galariada—HI Safety Coordinator

How did your career with McClone start?
A friend of mine invited me to go to work with him. Everything was hard at first, I started as an
apprentice, but thanks to my co-workers and going to college, everything started becoming
easier.
How do you balance your MCC career and family?
Balancing career and family is hard. When there are projects at work, there’s a schedule to
adhere to, but when we’re not too busy at work and get time off, it makes up for it.
How has MCC helped you in your career development?
MCC has helped me a lot in my career. Starting as an apprentice, I have had a lot of guidance
on the way to Journeyman with teachers that assisted me with hands on experience and
examples. Also MCC certifies us to use work equipment or machinery.
If you could switch your job with anyone else within MCC, whose job would you want and why?
I would switch jobs with a Foreman, there would be more than one to name, so I’ll sick with
stating the position. I would switch jobs with a Foreman because I would like to be the team
leader and give guidance and tips to new and existing employees on how to become
successful within MCC.
Fabian Venegas—WA Carpenter
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M CCLONE CULT URE AN D VALUES
We asked a few of our Team Members about MCC’s Culture
and Values and what they mean to them.
How did your career with McClone start?
I have been privileged to know the McClone Family since 1979 and in 1995 I was additionally privileged
to join the McClone Team.
How has MCC helped you in your career development?
The main help that I have received in my career development from the McClone Team is the philosophy
of the Mission Statement: Respect others and work in an atmosphere of teamwork – park your ego at
the door, jump in and do whatever it takes to help others and get the job done.
If you could switch your job with anyone else within MCC, whose job would you want and why?
I don’t think that I would switch my job with any other. Ever since I was a little kid building mud dams by
the river, I have always wanted to be an engineer. Although maybe in another life I could come back as
Brian Furlong…(Senior Estimator).
What has been your favorite project at MCC ?
Oh boy, there have been so many. I would say my favorite projects are the challenging ones where when
complete, you are even closer to the McClone field team than when you started.
Roy Cloud—Executive Vice President
How do you balance your MCC career and family?
I started young with my baby son at home. McClone was a really good company for me and has helped me
a lot. It wasn’t hard to balance. Now I am just living the life.
How has MCC helped you in your career development?
McClone has helped me a lot. I grew up fast. I learned a lot from labor foreman, Erasmo Quezada. He
taught me everything he knows so now I can run my own jobs as a laborer foreman. I am MCC’s youngest
foreman and am really proud to be where I am.
If you could switch your job with anyone else within MCC, whose job would you want and why?
I really like my job. I love what I do. The position I have is exactly what I want to do and where I want to be.
What has been your favorite project at MCC?
Center Street Parking. It was my first job where I worked as a foreman by myself and ran my own crew. It
was a new system and I didn’t know if I would make it, but I did and it made me very proud of myself.
Adrian Zermeno—NCA Labor Foreman
How has MCC helped you in your career development?
MCC has given me the opportunity to learn and practice different skills used in construction, as well as
providing the training and certification to use construction machinery.
If you could switch your job with anyone else within MCC, whose job would you want and why?
I don’t have just one person specifically, but I would switch jobs with Fabian, Andres , or Zack, because I
have seen how they all work and apply the knowledge and experience they have to a project or teaching
a co-worker, and would like to do that as well.
What has been your favorite project at MCC ?
My favorite project with MCC has been the 1063 Block in Olympia, WA. Because it was my first job with
MCC, and from the beginning I saw how everyone worked together and gave support where and when
needed.
Leobardo Venegas—WA Carpenter Apprentice

Rudy DeLeon—TX Labor Foreman
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How did your career with McClone start?
I was trying to find a stable future and I found it with McClone when they gave me the opportunity of to
become a labor foreman.
How has MCC helped you in your career development?
McClone has given me opportunities that other companies didn’t.
If you could switch your job with anyone else within MCC, whose job would you want and why?
I have the desire and motivation to persevere and always go a step beyond every time I have the
opportunity. If I could switch jobs, it would be with Luis Pequeno but step by step. For now, I would love to
become a carpenter foreman
What has been your favorite project at MCC ?
Since I really like my job that makes every project I’ve been involved with MCC my favorite.
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TEAM SAFETY

Keeping up with our commitment to Safety by furthering the
education and certifications of our Safety Professionals.
Safety Coordinators, (Left to Right) Victor Burciaga, Anthony
Reed, Larry Stookey, and Joey Galariada at the recent CHST
prep course. Good luck on the test!

Perimeter Protection System panels being installed at 3rd and Lenora
in Seattle, WA. They will help keep the dropped object hazard at the
perimeter to a minimum for the next 24 levels. Superintendent, Mike
Sangsland, coordinates activities while Emanuel Hernandez bells the
crane and our 4 TMs receiving the panels are dialed in with their fall
protection.

Labor Foreman Erasmo Quezada, aka “Mo”, a certified and
seasoned rough terrain forklift operator, safely moves wood
beam soffits from one side of the 19 acre Burlingame project
(NCA) to the other.

Monarch Hotel & Casino’s vertical crew utilizing safe work practices while finishing up formwork for the last of the columns.
We’re on the home stretch!

M C C — C ONNECTS
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Colorado
MONARCH

In the state’s top gambling destination,
Blackhawk, CO; this 24-level structure
is 632,000 square feet and consists of
28,000 CY of concrete. Standing
amongst the tallest buildings in the
city, the resort will be an eye-catcher.
Attached to the 9-level parking garage
that McClone completed in 2015,
Main Street is a place McClone is
proud to call “our own”
To form the decks, a flyer system was
used, each measuring 40’ X 28’ and
weighing ~12,000 pounds. On any
given day, 7 to 9 of these flyers are
flown with the site’s tower-cranes.
The site must limit activity on weekends to safely accommodate the gambling foot traffic. Team Members travel
outside of our normal city limits, gamble on the unpredictable mountain
weather, and still get the job done
safely! Great job to our crews up “the
hill!”
Allison Balsley—CO Office Manager

In the heart of Denver, the Ascent
Union Station project is concluding.
This 17-story apartment building
has been underway since July of
2017. The Team has excelled in
their safety performance and maintained a prominent safety culture
throughout - the project won the
safety lunch several times and has
no recordable injuries to date. Additionally, they implemented a voluntary tool tethering program, which
exemplifies going above and beyond.

ASCENT

The project had a rough start with a
difficult design, but the team turned
it around with a great plan in place
and was able to make up the time
by utilizing a new perimeter flyer
system which cut time and minimized the amount of hand set shoring required – which lead to topping
out 3 weeks early!
A job very well done to the team at
Ascent Union Station!
Allison Balsley—CO Office Manager
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Davis Browne is a McClone Hawaii Area Senior Superintendent. He grew up in Texas and later
moved to Washington State and joined the Carpenter’s Union. In the early 90’s he was working
as a late period apprentice for another formwork
contractor in Seattle along with Garth Hess and
some of McClone’s other guys. Seeing great opportunities at McClone, they made the jump together and never looked back! In the years since,
Davis has worked for McClone in Washington,
California, Oregon and in 2006 volunteered to
come out to the Islands and join the Hawaii Team.
The things he enjoys the most about working for
the McClone team are the good people, great
drawings and family atmosphere. Davis has
worked his way up through the ranks to become a
senior superintendent, crediting his growth to
having supportive, top-notch mentors which include Garth Hess, Chris Foster and Dave James.
His favorite project was the Marriott Ocean Club
on Maui because it was his first job as a superintendent and allowed him to test himself and his
leadership skills.
In Davis’ off time he enjoys living on Maui with his
best friend and better half Cindie, working in his
yard, helping friends and riding his Harley! He has
two kids – a son who was just accepted into the
Navy and a daughter, the mother of his 2 grandsons Kaiden and Michael.
Thank you, Davis, for many years of hard work
and dedication to our team - McClone is successful because of folks like you!
Maegan Best—HI Project Manager

Hawaii
M C C — C ONNECTS
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Northern California
OAKLAND T-12

The NCA’s Oakland T-12 project
was a challenging endeavor for
both the operations and field
team. The work included a 2-level
underground structure approx.
60,000 sf in size. Although the
project was well planned out and
started off running smoothly, as
work approached the ground
level podium, the Project Team
faced a monsoon of changes
including deck slopes, cross
slopes, build-up slabs, perimeter
slab transitions intersecting into
very large sloping beams and
massive drop caps. Despite all
the last-minute coordination
changes, the schedule could not
slide as the structural steel delivery date was set for the 25-story
building above and our client,
Hathaway Dinwiddie, had to start
steel erection.

Operations Manager - Projects,
Drew Schank, who was the acting
Project Manager of Oakland T-12,
reviewed the scenario with Superintendent, Val Timberlake, to
strategize getting the work done.
Drew found inspiration through
the powerful words of Winston
Churchill, “Never give in, never
give in, never, never, never,” and
the team never gave in! McClone
came together rounding up a few
Superintendents and their crews
to put in over 2000 hours of OT.
The office project team worked
furiously to update drawings and
support with necessary fabrication. In the end, the Oakland T-12
team turned over the decks on
time. Drew mentions standing in
awe of the effort from the entire
project team to keep our schedule and client commitments. Way
to go team!
Drew Schank—NCA Ops Manager
Page 10
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Texas
Texas

Mitchell Byron, the Lead Estimator

in McClone’s Texas
office; started working as an Estimator in the Washington
office in 2012. Mitchell attended school at the University of
Oregon and Central Washington University, after which, he
saw an ad for an Estimator position at McClone which he
immediately applied for. Mitchell recently transitioned into his
new role in Texas to support McClone’s newest geographic
area.
Mitchell and his wife Kari both share a love of the outdoors
and recently bought a camper so they can enjoy it year-round.
For those who know Mitchell and Kari, their personalities fit
like a glove. At their wedding they walked down the aisle in
their own style, Mitchell to Run DMC’s “Walk this Way” and
Kari to Bruno Mars “Marry You”.
Mitchell grew up in an athletic family. He took after his dad
running track and cross-country, while his brother went on to
play Division 2 soccer at Western Washington University.
Mitchell still stays extremely active and enjoys hunting, fishing, and playing disc golf. He is also an avid collector of retro
video games and is currently restoring Kari’s late father’s
1978 GMC pickup.
For those of you who haven’t had the chance to meet Mitchell, know that when you do he will surely put a smile on your
face.
Tanner Friesen—TX Preconstruction Manager
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Washington

BLOCK-25E, BLOCK-25W & BLOCK-31

Over the course of the past year and a half, McClone has been a part of the Lakefront Blocks projects (Block 31, 25E and 25W) in the
South Lake Union area of Seattle. These projects entailed many unique and challenging experiences for us all, requiring a great deal of
collaboration between McClone and General Contractor, GLY Construction.
The building designs were constantly changing through construction and testing our engineering skills along the way. At
Block 31, we designed falsework with a 40 foot shore
height, to be built around column falsework that was leaning
at a 25 degree angle from vertical and spanning 30 feet horizontally. At Block 25E, half of
the L2 footprint had to be built
with 20+ foot high shoring to
accommodate an intermediate
deck that could not structurally
support the weight of an additional floor. These were just a
couple of examples of the many
challenges faced in completing
the projects. Kevin Barrick was
an immense help to the Engineers along the way, providing
his 30+ years of experience to
recognize and help resolve issues before getting too far
along in the design process.
S up er in t en d en ts, An dr e s
Gomez and Josh Hess, made it
all happen out in the field. In
addition to going out and building the falsework for the projects, Andres, Josh and their
teams played vital roles in
providing input for the designs
to ensure safe and efficient
work. These projects were a
huge team effort and the
amount of knowledge and experience gained made us stronger
team members overall.
Adolfo Garcia and Michelle
Hartman—WA Project Engineers
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KAISER PERMANENTE

The Kaiser Permanente jobsite in Pasadena, CA is a proud sight to see. The SCA team
has been hard at work on this project since the beginning of the year. Sadly, just before the project started, McClone decided to halt bidding additional work in this difficult market. Even with this news, McClone Team Members stayed and are working
vigorously to complete another job to McClone standards. This dedication shows love
for the company that so many on this Team share. These Team Members represent
dedication, commitment, team work, brotherhood, and the values we all represent
(Safety, Integrity, Respect, Professionalism, and Performance). Thanks SCA Team!!
Roy Cloud—Executive Vice President

Southern California
M C C — C ONNECTS
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SUMMER ACTIVITIES

CORP/NCA

The Corporate Office celebrated Nancy Fang’s Baby Shower on July 5th. Baby Zoey came into this
world on July 30th, weighing 7.8 lbs, 18.5 inches long. Congrats Nancy and family!

The McClone family has no boundaries as shown at BBQ with our fellow Hawaii team members
who came over to the mainland to help the NCA team on the Chase Center Arena Project during
its peak. Teamwork at its finest!

The NCA front office dream team enjoying a weekend in Lake Tahoe for a
concert and some fun in the sun!
NCA PM Matt Rice giving his speech at Engineering Manager, Lance Patchin’s wedding as
groomsmen as PE, Alfonso Arana, waits for the
punchline.
Page 14

NCA office, field leaders and a few select vendors gathered
together for a pep talk and photo before enjoying the annual golf tournament in Rancho Murrieta, CA.
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SUMMER ACTIVITIES

CO/TX

Pre CO Golf Tournament the McClone way with Stretch
and Flex!

Ryan Truxal, winner of the CO 4th of July

We’re not sure what’s cooler… Eli

outfit contest, and Kris Runung enjoying the

Sprenger’s back swing or his socks?

sunshine!
Victor Burciaga and his wife alongside Travis Kauffman’s
wife and son! The supporters of our CO safety dream team!

STX team at the Maravilla top out BBQ. Our Texas Team is incredible!
This entire crew topped out 3 buildings in a 10 month span. Talk about teamwork!

M C C — C ONNECTS
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SUMMER ACTIVITIES

WA/HI

Recently, the WA office took time out of their busy schedule
to play a couple of games of Cornhole while enjoying the
sunshine on the last day of summer.

Victor Burciaga, Kevin Prosch, Travis Kauffman, and Larry Stookey skeet shooting at the Safety Dept’s Team Building event

Pete Kielty, Jr. at Ice House Reservoir with brothers
Ken & Tim and Pete Kielty, Sr.

Josh Reeves & Josh Hess – Labor Day Weekend,
Coho Madness! Born to fish, forced to work!

McClone’s operations in Hawaii getting back to
work with an evening of wood fire pizza and
team building! Back yard fun at its finest!
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1085

NEW PROJECTS
# - NAME

AREA

SCOPE

START/FINISH

1070-11th & Alder

WA

Form Only

NOV 2018 / APR 2019

HV w/ Perimeter Tables

1071-The Stanford Hotel

WA

Form Only

OCT 2018 / MAY 2019

HV w/ Perimeter Tables

1072-Hotel Indigo

WA

Form Only

AUG 2018 / SEP 2018

HV

1073-SOMA Hotel

NCA

Form Only

NOV 2018 / JUL 2019

Proshore

1074-Thoburn Garage

NCA

Form Only

AUG 2018 / JAN 2019

Proshore

1075-Kaplei Mixed Use 1-2

HI

Form Only

SEP 2018 / MAY 2019

HV w/ Perimeter Tables

1076-Piedmont Parking

TX

Form Only

AUG 2018 / DEC 2018

Proshore

1077-Rainier Square

WA

Form Only

AUG 2018 / FEB 2019

HV

1078-O Street Building

NCA

Form Only

DEC 2018 / OCT 2019

Proshore / Perimeter Flyers

1079-West Maude

NCA

Form Only

DEC 2018 / JUN 2019

Tables

1080-Capitol Hill TOD

WA

Form Only

NOV 2018 / APR 2019

HV

1081-UW Population Health

WA

Form Only

OCT 2018 / JUN 2019

HV / Handset

1082-LinkedIn P1 Parking Garage

NCA

Form Only

JUL 2019 / DEC 2019

Tables

1083-38th & Julian

CO

Package

NOV 2018 / JUL 2019

Proshore

1084-Expedia Building J Utilidor

WA

Form Only

NOV 2018 / JAN 2019

HV / Stud Waler Walls

1085-Expedia Building K

WA

Form Only

APR 2019 / NOV 2019

HV

1086-Copper River Garage

WA

Form Only

JUN 2019 / APR 2019

Long Span Beam and Tables

1087-A'alii (Block N)

HI

Form Only

JAN 2019 / JUN 2010

HV / Perimeter Flyers

1083
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1073

1075

FORM SYSTEM

1077
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Check us out on the web!

SHOW

http://mcclone.net/

M CC LONE C O NS T R U C TI O N

fb.me/McCloneConstructionCo
Corporate Office

@mccloneconstruction

5170 Hillsdale Circle, Suite B
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762

@McCloneConstruc

Phone: (916) 358-5495

https://www.linkedin.com/company/146066/
MCC—CONNECTS is a biannual magazine/
newsletter issued by McClone Construction
Company.
Copyright 2017 by McClone Construction. All
rights reserved.
McClone, the McClone logo, and MCC—
CONNECTS are service marks of McClone
Construction. An equal-opportunity employer.
To contact us, visit mcclone.net.
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